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Abstract
This paper presents a comparative study of the well-established methods of averaging and normal forms. The
similarities and dierences of these important methods are discussed, with regard to two-dimensional systems, for
convenience; but the results can be extended to higher dimensional systems. It is demonstrated that both methods lead
to identical results, including the formal normal form as well as the associated coecients. To support the conclusions,
two illustrative examples are analyzed. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Normal form theory is a very powerful tool for the analysis of systems described by nonlinear
dierential equations. Using this theory, one can obtain the simplest possible form of a dierential
equation by sequentially completing some coordinate transformations [1–5]. The technique is
especially useful for studying the behaviors of two-dimensional nonlinear systems; and in theory,
it is similar to averaging techniques, such as KB averaging [6] and multiple scale methods [7].
Some examples show identical results obtained by the methods of normal forms and averaging.
Then, one may ask the question whether the normal forms and averaging methods always lead to
identical results! Some researchers take it for granted that both methods lead to identical results;
indeed, attempts have been made (e.g. [7]) to obtain ‘‘Normal Forms’’ by averaging techniques.
Also a number of researchers have discussed the relationship between the two methods [8,9].
Golubisky [10] considered the relationship between Liapunov–Schmidt reduction and normal
forms. It appears that there exists no thorough analysis comparing the two methods fully. Sethna
[8] concluded after a simplified procedure – which leaves some basic questions open – that the two
methods are essentially equivalent. In fact, only the resonant polynomials, constituting the form,
have been examined. The coecients associated with each term have not been considered.
A complete comparison is carried out in this paper. First, a brief introduction to a modified
normal form approach is presented. The underlying theory of the averaging method is then
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outlined. Next, comparisons are made between the methods of normal forms and averaging. The
similarities and dierences of these important methods are discussed, with particular attention to
the results obtained in Ref. [8]. Finally, two illustrative examples are presented. More examples
can be found in Ref. [15]. It is demonstrated that both methods lead to identical results, including
the formal normal form as well as the associated coecients. The conclusions are, indeed, valid
for higher dimensional systems as well, though only two-dimensional systems are discussed in this
paper.
2. The theory of normal forms and averaging method
2.1. Normal form theory
The conventional normal form theory and a recently modified approach are briefly
discussed for convenience. More details on the modified normal form approach can be found in
Refs. [4,5,11].
Consider the nonlinear system described by
_x  Ax
Xk
m2
F mx; 1
where x 2 C2; F m 2 H m2 , and H m2 is the bi-variate polynomial space of order m; x; A and F m are
defined by,
x  x1
x2
 
; A  ix 0
0 ÿ ix
 
; F mx  F
m
1x
F m2x
 

P
ijm
aijxi1x
j
2P
ijm
bijxi1x
j
2
0B@
1CA
in which aij and bij are constants, and xi are the eigenvalues.
Introducing the transformations
x  y2  P 2y2; ysÿ1  ys  P sys; s  3; 4; . . . ; k 2
into Eq. (1), one has
_y2  Ay2  F 21 y2 
Pk
i3
F i1y2;
_y3  Ay3 
P3
i2
F iiÿ1y3 
Pk
i4
F i2y3; when s  3;
  
_ykÿ1  Aykÿ1 
Pkÿ1
i2
F iiÿ1ykÿ1  F kkÿ2ykÿ1; when s  k ÿ 1;
_yk  Ayk 
Pk
i2
F iiÿ1yk; when s  k;
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
3
where P sys 2 H s2ys are undefined functions to be determined such that the terms of order s in
the transformed form will be simplified as resonant polynomial of order s. F nmÿ1 are transformed
functions which can be calculated by
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_ym  I  DP mÿ1 Aym
 
 AP mym 
Xk
n2
Xn
s1
DsF nmÿ2z
s!
P myms
!
 Aym 
Xk
s1
F smÿ1ym
and the results for m6 5 are given as follows:
F 21  F 2  AP 2 ÿ DP 2Ay2;
F 31  F 3  DF 2P 2 ÿ DP 2F 21 ;
F 41  F 4 
1
2
D2F 2P 22  DF 3P 2 ÿ DP 2F 31 ;
F 51  F 5 
1
2
D2F 3P 22  DF 4P 2 ÿ DP 2F 41 ;
F 32  F 31  AP 3 ÿ DP 3Ay3;
F 42  F 41  DF 21 P 3 ÿ DP 3F 21 ;
F 52  F 51  DF 31 P 3 ÿ DP 3F 32 ;
F 43  F 42  AP 4 ÿ DP 4Ay4;
F 53  F 52  DF 21 P 4 ÿ DP 4F 21 ;
F 54  F 53  AP 5 ÿ DP 5Ay5:
F nmÿ1ym can be obtained by symbolic calculations readily, using, for example, MAPLE.
Let the kth equation in Eq. (3) be written as
_y  Ay 
Xk
i2
F iiÿ1y: 4
Suppose F ssÿ1y  GsNFy s  2; 3; . . . k  in Eq. (4), where GsNFy are the resonant polynomials
of order s. Solving P 2y from F 21 y; P 2  G2NFy, and substituting P 2y into F 31 y; P 2 defines F 31
as F 31 y. Then, solving P 3y from F 32 y; P 3  G3NFy, the coecients in G3NFy can be deter-
mined. This is the basic procedure of the existing normal form theory. The procedure is not very
convenient and one needs to solve a series of algebraic equations.
In order to determine the normal forms and the related coecients more conveniently, in-
troduce the transformation
y  eAtz 5
into Eq. (4) to obtain
_z  eÿAt
Xk
m2
F mmÿ1eAtz; 6
where
eAtz  e
ixtz1
eÿixtz2
 
:
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It was proved in Refs. [4,5] that if F ssÿ1y  GsNFy, one has
eÿAtF ssÿ1eAtz  F ssÿ1z  GsNFy  Mt e
ÿAtF ssÿ1eAtz
 	
; 7
where M
t
f z; tf g denotes explicit time averaging of function f z; t. Thus, Eq. (6) can be ex-
pressed as
_z  M
t
eÿAt
Xk
m2
F mmÿ1eAtz
( )

Xk
m2
F mmÿ1z 
Xk
m2
GmNT z: 8
Carrying out the transformation z  eÿAtx into Eq. (8), one has
_x  Ax
Xk
m2
GmNT x: 9
This is the normal form of Eq. (1).
It is evident that the results of the conventional normal form theory are identical to those of the
modified approach. Consider the following relations,
eÿAt DP keAtzAeAtzÿ ÿ AP keAtz  o
ot
eÿAtP keAtz ;
F kkÿ1  F kkÿ2  AP k ÿ DP kAy:
10
Then, one has
eÿAtF ssÿ1eAtz ÿ eÿAtF ssÿ2eAtz 
o
ot
eÿAtP seAtz : 11
It was proved in Refs. [4,5] that
GsNFz  eÿAtF ssÿ1eAtz  Mt e
ÿAtF ssÿ1eAtz
 	  M
t
eÿAtF ssÿ2eAtz
 	
: 12
Thus, normal forms GsNFzcan be obtained as follows:
GsNFz 
P
mns
mÿnÿ10
asÿ2mn z
m
1 z
n
2P
mns
mÿn10
bsÿ2mn z
m
1 z
n
2
0B@
1CA; G2qNF  0 13
in which asÿ2ij and b
sÿ2
ij are the coecients in functions F
s
sÿ2; 2q6 k. Eq. (11) leads to
P sz  eÿAtP seAtz t0j

Z
eÿAt F ssÿ2eAtz
ÿ ÿ F ssÿ1eAtz dt t0j  Z eÿAtF ssÿ2eAtz ÿ GsNFz dt t0j : 14
Thus the transformation functions are obtained as follows:
P sz  1
ix
Xs
q0
sÿ2qÿ160
1
sÿ 2qÿ 1 a
sÿ2
sÿqqz
sÿq
1 z
q
2
Xs
q0
sÿ2q160
1
sÿ 2q 1 b
sÿ2
sÿqqz
sÿq
1 z
q
2
0BBBBB@
1CCCCCA
0 s  2p
C2pÿ1p1pz
p1
1 z
p
2 s  2p  1

0 s  2p
d2pÿ1pp1z
p s  2p  1

0BB@
1CCA; 15
where, for convenience, C2pÿ1p1p and d
2p1
pp1 are usually chosen as zero. The coecients related to
normal form can be calculated from Eqs. (13) and (15). According to Eqs. (11) and (12), one has
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G2NF  oot e
ÿAtP 2eAtz   eÿAtF 2eAtz;
G3NF  oot e
ÿAtP 3eAtz   eÿAtF 31 eAtz;
  
GkNF  oot e
ÿAtP keAtz   eÿAtF kkÿ2eAtz:
8>><>>: 16
It is observed from the above analysis that the kth order normal form can be obtained from the
k ÿ 2th transformed functions. To save space, only a brief introduction of the modified normal
form approach is given in this paper. More details can be found in [4].
2.2. Averaging method
Introducing the transformation x  ex into Eq. (1) results in
_x  Ax
Xk
m2
emÿ1F mx; 17
where e is a smaller perturbation parameter.
Substituting x  eAty into Eq. (17), one has
_y 
Xk
m2
emÿ1eÿAtF m eAty
ÿ  Xk
m2
emÿ1f my; t 18
in which f my; t  eÿAtF meAty.
Substituting transformations
y  z
Xs
m1
em/m z; t  19
and
_z 
Xs
m1
emZmA z 20
into Eq. (18) results in
I
 

Xs
m1
em
o/m
oz
! Xs
m1
emZmA
 !

Xs
m1
em
o/m
ot

Xk
m2
emÿ1f m z
 

Xs
i1
ei/i; t
!
21
in which
f m z
 

Xs
i1
ei/i; t
!
 f mz; t 
Xm
p1
Dpz f
m
p!
Xs
i1
ei/i
 !p
 f mz; t 
Xm
p1
Dpz f
m
p!
X
sp
as1s2sse/1s1e2/2s2    es/sss
 f mz; t 
Xm
p1
Dpz f
m
p!
X
sp
as1s2sse
d/s11 /
s2
2   /sss ; 22
where s Psi1si, d Psj1jsj, Dnz f m  onf meAtzozn .
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Comparing the coecients of similarly ordered terms in Eq. (21) produces
e : Z1A 
o/1
ot
 f 2A ;
e2 : Z2A 
o/2
ot
 f 3A ;
  
ekÿ1 : Zkÿ1A 
o/kÿ1
ot
 f kA ;
23
where
f 2A  f 2;
f 3A  f 3  Dzf 2/1 ÿ
o/1
oz
Z1A;
f 4A  f 4  Dzf 2/2  Dzf 3/1 
1
2
D2z f
2/21 ÿ Dz/2Z1A ÿ Dz/1Z2A;
  
f kA  f k 
Xk
m2
Xm
p1
Dpz f
m
p!
X
sp
dkÿm
as1s2ss/
s1
1 /
s2
2   /sss ÿ
Xkÿ1
m1
D/kÿmÿ1Z
m
A :
and
/s 
Z
f s1A
ÿ ÿ ZsA dt XR
n1
~cnZnA1
~dZnA2
 !
; ZnA 
ZnA1z
ZnA2z
 
:
For convenience, ~cn and ~d are usually chosen as zero. Eq. (23) leads to
_z 
Xkÿ1
m1
emZmA 
Xk
m2
M
t
f mA
 	
: 24
3. Comparisons between the methods of normal form and averaging
It is evident that there is no direct relation between the methods of normal forms and aver-
aging.
However, the two methods employ similar, although not identical transformations.
In averaging methods, generally the following transformations are used:
(TAV1) x  eAty,
(TAV2) y  z
Ps
q1e
q/qz; t,
(TAV3) _z 
Ps
q1e
qZqAz.
In the modified normal form approach, one applies the transformations
(TNF1) x  y  P ny; P ny 2 H n2 ; n  2; 3; . . .,
(TNF2) y  eAtz; and one concludes
(TNF3) _z  M
t
eÿAt
Ps
m2F
m
mÿ1eAtz
 	  GNFz Psm2GmNFz.
These sets of transformations appear to be similar but actually not identical to each other. In
order to explore the interrelationship between the two sets, one may consider applying a symbolic
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computer language directly, like MAPLE. However, using MAPLE leads to cumbersome rela-
tions. Therefore, a more fundamental approach is required. Consider the following:
Lemma 1. In the transformation y  zPsq1eq/q z; t , which is used in the averaging method, the
functions ZqA and /q are polynomials in z of order q 1 or order 0.
Proof. When q  1, according to Eq. (23), one has Z1A  o/1=ot  f 2. It is evident that f 2 is a
polynomial in z of order 2 or order 0, and the above equation leads to Z1A  Mt f
2f g and
/1 
R f 2 ÿ Z1A dt. Thus, Z1A and /1 are polynomials in z of order 2 or order 0. Suppose for q6 n,
ZiA and /i are polynomials in z of order i 1 or order 0; according to Eq. (23), for q  n 1, one
has
Zn1A 
o/n1
ot
 f n2A
 f n2 
Xn2
m2
Xm
p1
Dpz f
m
p!
X
sp
dn2ÿm
as1s2ss/
s1
1 /
s2
2   /sss ÿ
Xn1
m1
D/nÿm1Z
m
A : 25
It is evident that f n2 is a polynomial in z of order n 2or order 0; and Dpz f m=p! is a poly-
nomial in z of order mÿ p or order 0. Assuming that for q6 n, and ZnA and /n are polynomials in
z of order n 1 or order 0, it follows that P sp
dn2ÿm
as1s2ss/
s1
1 /
s2
2   /sss is a polynomial in z of
order d s  d p or order 0. Therefore,
Dpz f
m
p!
X
sp
dn2ÿm
as1s2ss/
s1
1 /
s2
2   /sss
is a polynomial in z of order d m or order 0. In Eq. (25), d m  n 2, thus
Dpz f
m
p!
X
sp
dn2ÿm
as1s2ss/
s1
1 /
s2
2   /sss
is a polynomial in z of order n 2 or order 0. It is evident that Pns1o/n1ÿs=ozZsA is a
polynomial in z of order n 2 or order 0. Then, f n2A is a polynomial in z of order n 2 or
order 0. It follows that Zn1A  Mt f
n2
A
 	
and /n1 
R f n2A ÿ Zn1A  dt are polynomials in z of
order n 2 or order 0.
Then, for any q > 1, functions ZqA and /q are polynomials in z of order (q + 1) or order 0.
Lemma 2. If f sA is in the form of e
ÿAtgseAtz, then Zsÿ1A satisfies the resonant condition
mx1  nx2  xk and /sÿ1 is in the form of eÿAthseAtz, where
eAtz  e
x1tz1
ex2tz2
 
:
Proof. Consider Eq. (23) and suppose f sA  eÿAtgseAtz, one has
Zsÿ1A z 
o/sÿ1
ot
 f sA  eÿAtgseAtz; 26
where Zsÿ1A is in the form of Z
sÿ1
A z .
Eq. (26) leads to Zsÿ1A z  Mt e
ÿAtgseAtzf g.
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Suppose
gs  g
s
1
gs2
 

P
mns
amn1zm1 z
n
2P
mns
amn2zm1 z
n
2
0@ 1A;
then eÿAtgsqeAtz can be expressed as:X
mns
eÿxk tamnqemx1tzm1 e
nx2tzn2 
X
mns
amnqemx1nx2ÿxktzm1 z
n
2; 27
where xk  x1;x2, q  1; 2. Thus, one has
Zsÿ1Aq  Mt e
ÿAtgsqeAtz
n o

X
mns
amnqzm1 z
n
2
T
Z T
0
emx1nx2ÿxkt dt
 
: 28
Zsÿ1Aq is in the form of Z
sÿ1
Aqz , if and only if
mx1  nx2  xk; 29
where xk  x1;x2.
So, Zsÿ1A satisfies the resonant condition.
Similarly, one has
Zsÿ1Aqz  eÿAtZsÿ1AqeAtz 30
Eqs. (26) and (29) lead to
/sÿ1 
Z
eÿAtgseAtz ÿ Zsÿ1A z dt

X
mns
mx1nx2 6x1
amn1 expfmx1  nx2 ÿ x1tg
mx1  nx2 ÿ x1 z
m
1 z
n
2
X
mns
mx1nx2 6x2
amn2 expfmx1  nx2 ÿ x2tg
mx1  nx2 ÿ x2 z
m
1 z
n
2
0BBBBB@
1CCCCCA  eÿAthseAtz;
31
where
hs1 
X
mns
mx1nx2 6x1
amn1
mx1  nx2 ÿ x1 z
m
1 z
n
2 and h
s
2 
X
mns
mx1nx2 6x2
amn2
mx1  nx2 ÿ x2 z
m
1 z
n
2:
Then, /sÿ1 is in the form of e
ÿAthseAtz.
Lemma 3. In the averaging method, function f sA is in the form of e
ÿAtgseAtz.
Proof. If s  1; 2, according to Eq. (23), one has
Z1A 
o/1
ot
 f 2A  f 2; 32
Z2A 
o/2
ot
 f 3A  f 3  Dzf 2/1 ÿ Dz/1Z1A; 33
where f 2  eÿAtF 2eAtz, f 3  eÿAtF 3eAtz. It is evident that f 2A is in the form of eÿAtg1eAtz.
According to Lemma 2, /1 is in the form of e
ÿAth1eAtz.
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Also note that DzF 2eAtz  DF 2eAtzeAtz, where DF 2eAtz  DF 2x xeAtzj . In Eq. (33),
Dzf 2/1  eÿAtDF 2eAtzh1eAtz. According to Eq. (30), Dz/1Z1Az eAtDh1eAtzeAteÿAtZ1AeAtz
eAtDh1eAtzZ1AeAtz. Then, f 3A is in the form of eÿAtg3eAtz. Thus, according to Lemma 2, /2 is in
the form of eÿAth2eAtz.
Suppose f nA is in the form of e
ÿAtgneAtz and according to Lemma 2, /nÿ1 is in the form of
eÿAthneAtz. Consider Eq. (23); one has f n2  eÿAtF n2eAtz
Xn2
m2
Xm
p1
Dpz f
m
p!
X
sp
dn2ÿm
as1s2ss/
s1
1 /
s2
2   /sss

Xn2
m2
Xm
p1
eÿAtDpF meAteAtp
p!
X
sp
dn2ÿm
as1s2smeÿAtsgs11 eAtzgs22 eAtz    gsss eAtz

Xn2
m2
Xm
p1
eÿAtDpF meAtz
p!
X
sm
din1
as1s2smg
s1
1 eAtzgs22 eAtz    gsss eAtz 34
and
Xn1
m1
D/nÿm1Z
m
A 
Xn1
m1
eÿAtDgn1ÿmeAtzeAteÿAtZmA eAtz

Xn1
m1
eÿAtDgn1ÿmeAtzZmA eAtz 35
where DpF meAtz  DpF mx xeAtzj .
Thus, f n2A is in the form of e
ÿAtgn2eAtz. Then, for any s, f sA is in the form of eÿAtgseAtz.
According to Lemma 2, in the averaging method, /sz; t is in the form of eÿAthseAtz.
Combining Lemmas 2 and 3, one arrives at the following theorem:
Theorem 1. The FORM of GmNFx in Eq. (16) is identical to that of ZmA x in Eq. (23) and both GmNFx
and ZmA x satisfy the resonant conditions:
mx1  nx2 ÿ xk  0; 36
where xk  x1;x2.
According to the above three lemmas, the smaller perturbation parameter is not necessary. It is
used for combining the monomials of the same order in the transformed functions.
Following Theorem 1, two important conclusions can be established as follows:
Conclusion 1. For all k  2s (even order term), one has Z2sÿ1A  G2sNF  0 and the two methods lead to
identical results.
This theorem follows immediately from Theorem 1, the proof is omitted here.
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Conclusion 2. For k  3; 5, one has Z2A  G3NF, Z4A  G5NF and
/1  eÿAtP 2eAt;
/2  eÿAtP 3eAt;
/3  eÿAtP 4eAtx  eÿAtDP 2eAtP 3eAt;
/4  eÿAtP 5eAtx  eÿAtDP 2eAtP 4eAt
and both methods give identical results.
Proof. Eqs. (16) and (23) lead to
f 2A  eÿAtF 2eAtz;
f 3A  f 3  Dzf 2/1 ÿ Dz/1Z1A
 eÿAt F 3eAtÿ  DF 2eAtP 2eAt ÿ DP 2eAtF 21 eAt
 eÿAtF 31 eAt:
It is evident that f kA  eÿAtF kkÿ2eAtx for k  2; 3. Then, Z1A  G2NF  0, Z2A  G3NF and
/1  eÿAtP 2eAt, /2  eÿAtP 3eAt, and both methods give identical results for k  2; 3.
Eqs. (16) and (23) lead to
f 4A  f 4  Dzf 2/2  Dzf 3/1 
1
2
D2z f
2/21 ÿ Dz/2Z1A ÿ Dz/1Z2A
 eÿAtF 4eAtz  DF 2eAtzP 3eAtz  DF 3eAtzP 2eAtz
 1
2
D2F 2eAtzP 2eAtz ÿ DP 2eAtzF 32 eÿAt;
F 42  F 41  F 4 
1
2
D2F 2P 22  DF 3P 2 ÿ DP 2F 31
Thus,
f 4A ÿ eÿAtF 42 eAtz  eÿAt DF 2eAtzP 3eAtz
ÿ  DP 2eAtzF 31 eAtz ÿ DP 2eAtzF 32 eAtz: 37
Consider the following equations
eÿAtP 2eAtz 
Z
eÿAtF eAtz dt;
eÿAtP 3eAtz 
Z
eÿAtF 31 eAtz ÿ F 32 eAtz dt;
o eÿAtP 2eAtz 
oz
 eÿAtDP 2eAtzeAt 
Z
eÿAtDF eAtzeAt dt:
Then,
f 4A ÿ eÿAtF 42 eAtz
 eÿAtDF 2eAtzeAtÿ  eÿAtP 3eAtzÿ  eÿAtDP 2eAtzeAteÿAtÿ  F 31 eAtzÿ ÿ F 32 eAtz
 de
ÿAtDP 2P 3
dt
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and M
t
f 4A ÿ eÿAtF 42 eAtz
 	  0, thus, one has
Z3A  G4NF  0;
/3  eÿAtP 4eAtz  eÿAtDP 2eAtzP 3eAtz:
38
Similarly,
f 5A ÿ eÿAtF 53 eAtz  eÿAt DF 2eAtP 4eAt
ÿ  DP 2eAtF 41 eAt;
M
t
f 5A ÿ eÿAtF 53 eAtz
 	  0, and one has
Z4A  G5NF;
/4  eÿAtP 5eAtz  eÿAtDP 2eAtP 4eAt:
39
According to Eqs. (38) and (39), both methods give identical results when k  4; 5. Despite this
conclusion, and although M
t
f kA
 	  M
t
eÿAtF kkÿ2eAtz
 	
, it is important to observe that
f kA 6 eÿAtF kkÿ2eAtx for k P 4.
A more quantitative result will be given in Conclusion 3.
In order to proceed further with the comparison of the methods, introduce the transformation
ymÿ1  ym  P mym
into the (m-1)th transformed equation to obtain the mth transformed function F kmÿ1.
Let the (m-1)th transformed equation be
_ymÿ1  Aymÿ1 
Xk
j2
F jmÿ2ymÿ1; 40
where F jmÿ2ymÿ1  F jjÿ1ymÿ1, if m > j 1 and j P 1.
Substituting the transformation ymÿ1  ym  P mym into Eq. (40) results in
_ym  I  DP mÿ1 ~Fmÿ1
 
; 41
where ~Fmÿ1  A ym  P mym  
Pk
j2F
j
mÿ2 ym  P mym .
Repeat the above procedure from m  2 to m  k, then, the normal form of order k is de-
termined by
_yk  I  DP kÿ1I  DP kÿ1ÿ1    I  DP 3ÿ1I  DP 2ÿ1 ~Fkÿ1
 
: 42
It is evident that ~Fkÿ1 can be obtained directly by introducing transformations
x  y2  P 2y2;
y2  y3  P 3y3;
  
ykÿ1  yk  P kyk
43
into the right-hand side of Eq. (1), which is ‘‘AxPki2F ix’’. And the matrix
I  DP kÿ1I  DP kÿ1ÿ1    I  DP 3ÿ1I  DP 2ÿ1
is obtained directly by introducing transformations (43) into the left-hand side of Eq. (1), which
is ‘‘ _x’’.
Transformation (43) can be expressed as,
x  yk  Q2yK  Q3yK      QKyK; 44
where Qk is obtained by MAPLE easily, and Q2  P 2; Q3  P 3; Q4  P 4  DP 2P 3; . . .
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Then, one establishes the following lemma:
Lemma 4. For any k, one has
I
ÿ  DQ2  DQ3      DQkÿ1  Iÿ  DP kÿ1    Iÿ  DP 3ÿ1 Iÿ  DP 2ÿ1: 45
Proof. Transformation (43) leads to
dx
dt
 dx
dy2
dy2
dy3
  dykÿ1
dyk
dyk
dt
 Iÿ  DP 2 Iÿ  DP 3    Iÿ  DP kdyk
dt
: 46
Transformation (44) leads to
dx
dt
 Iÿ  DQ2  DQ3      DQk dyk
dt
: 47
Then, one has
I
ÿ  DQ2  DQ3      DQk  Iÿ  DP 2 Iÿ  DP 3    Iÿ  DP k 48
and the relation
I
ÿ  DP 2 Iÿ  DP 3    Iÿ  DP k Iÿh  DP kÿ1    Iÿ  DP 3ÿ1 Iÿ  DP 2ÿ1i  I
leads to
I
ÿ  DQ2  DQ3      DQkÿ1  Iÿ  DP kÿ1    Iÿ  DP 3ÿ1 Iÿ  DP 2ÿ1:
Combining Eq. (42) and Lemma 4, one can immediately state the following theorem:
Theorem 2. The normal forms can be determined by the equation
_yk  I
ÿ  DQ2  DQ3      DQkÿ1 F^k ; 49
where F^k is obtained by introducing transformation (44) into the right-hand side of Eq. (1).
Theorem 3. For any order k, methods of normal forms and averaging give identical results.
Proof. After introducing transformation (43) into original Eq. (1), the normal form up to order k is
obtained; suppose it is composed of G2;G3; . . . ;Gk. Then, one has
_yk  Ayk  G2yk  G3yk      Gkyk:
It is noted that
I
ÿ  DQ2  DQ3      DQkÿ1
 I ÿ DQ2ÿ  DQ3      DQk Iÿ  DQ2  DQ3      DQkÿ1: 50
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Substituting Eq. (50) into (49) results in
_yk  I
ÿ  DQ2  DQ3      DQkÿ1 F^k 
 F^k ÿ DQ2
ÿ  DQ3      DQk Iÿ  DQ2  DQ3      DQkÿ1 F^k 
 F^k ÿ DQ2
ÿ  DQ3      DQk Aykÿ  G2yk  G2yk      G2yk: 51
The monomial of order k in the right-hand side of Eq. (51) is
Gk  AQk  Fk ÿ DQkAyk ÿ
X
ijk1
DQiGj; i P 2; j P 2; 52
where Fk is obtained by introducing transformation (43) into function
Pk
m2F
m.
Introducing yk  eAty into Eq. (52), one has
eÿAtGkeAty  eÿAtAQkeAty  eÿAt FkeAty ÿ eÿAtDzQkAeAty ÿ eÿAt
X
ijk1
DzQiGjeAty:
Consider relations (10) and (12); one has
Gk  eÿAt FkeAty ÿ oot e
ÿAtQkeAtyÿ ÿ eÿAt X
ijk1
DQiGj: 53
Comparing with Eq. (23), it is observed that Eq. (53) represents an identical result, if
/mÿ1  eÿAtQmeAty, m  2; 3; . . . ; k, and both methods give identical results for any k.
Next, the question as to whether f kA  eÿAtF kkÿ2eAt is to be answered by the following con-
clusion:
Conclusion 3. For k P 4, one has f kA  eÿAtF kkÿ2eAt  oot eÿAtQkeAt ÿ eÿAtPeAt . Clearly, in gen-
eral, an additional term is present.
Proof. Comparing Eqs. (16), (23) and (53), one has
GkNF  eÿAtF kkÿ2eAtz ÿ
o
ot
eÿAtP keAtzÿ   f kA ÿ oQkot :
Then, one has
f kA  eÿAtF kkÿ2eAt 
o
ot
eÿAtQkeAtÿ ÿ eÿAtP keAt: 54
It is easy to show that for k P 4, Qk 6 P k, then, f kA 6 eÿAtF kkÿ2eAt.
It is noted that the analysis above can be applied to high dimensional systems. For example, if
x 2 Cn; F m 2 H mn and A  diagx1; . . . ;xk;ÿx1; . . . ;ÿxk in Eq. (1), the above results hold for
such a high dimensional system as well.
4. Discussion
Dierent procedures of analysis may lead to identical results in some cases. But one has to
prove that the results are identical for any case before one concludes that the both procedures are
identical to each other. For example, consider the function
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F x  eF 2x  e2F 3x  e3F 4x  e4F 5x  e5F 6x 55
and the transformations
(A) x  y5  eP 2y5  e2P 3y5  e3P 4y5  e4P 5y5
and
(B) x  y2  eP 2y2;
y2  y3  e2P 3y3;
y3  y4  e3P 4y4;
y4  y5  e4P 5y5:
Substituting transformation (A) into function F x results in
FAy  eF 2A  e2F 3A  e3F 4A  e4F 5A  e5F 6A ; 56
and substituting transformation (B) into function F x yields
FBy  eF 2B  e2F 3B  e3F 4B  e4F 5B  e5F 6B ; 57
where F kA and F
k
B are the transformed functions associated with e
kÿ1.
Comparing the coecients of the terms of similar-order in Eqs. (56) and (57) produces,
F 2A ÿ F 2B  0;
F 3A ÿ F 3B  0;
F 4A ÿ F 4B  0;
F 5A ÿ F 5B  DF 2DP 2P 3;
F 6A ÿ F 6B  DF 3DP 2P 3  DF 2DP 2P 4  D2F 2DP 2P 2P 3:
58
It is evident that the above two sets of transformation (A) and (B) are not identical to each other
for k > 4. Actually, the averaging methods, such as KB averaging method, KBM averaging
method, multiple time scale, etc employ transformation similar to (A), but the normal form
method uses transformations similar to (B). There are dierences between the methods.
It is noted from Section 3 that, there are two basic dierences in the procedures aimed at
determining the normal forms by the methods of normal forms and averaging. First, the trans-
formations applied in these methods are dierent. It has been shown that these two sets of
transformations may not lead to identical results. Introducing transformation (A) directly to
obtain normal forms (e.g. Ref. [7]); or introducing transformations (B) directly to determine
averaging equation (as in Ref. [8]), do not appear to guarantee the equivalence. Dierent
transformations may lead to dierent results. The second dierence between the procedures of the
two methods is concerned with the calculation of transformed functions from the transformed
equations. Normal form method determines normal forms by assuming that the transformed
equation contains only resonant polynomial. On the other hand, averaging method determines
normal forms by assuming that the transformed equation does not contain variable t explicitly.
Specifically, the normal forms method determines the normal form from Eq. (42),
_yk  I  DP kÿ1I  DP kÿ1ÿ1    I  DP 3ÿ1I  DP 2ÿ1 ~Fkÿ1
 
;
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and the averaging method from Eq. (21),
I
 

Xs
m1
em
o/m
oz
! Xs
m1
emZmA
 !

Xs
m1
em
o/m
ot

Xk
m2
emÿ1f m z
 

Xs
i1
ei/i; t
!
:
It is not clear at all that the above equations are equivalent.
Furthermore, by the regular procedure of normal form analysis, any normal form of order k is
obtained from the (k)2)th transformed function eÿAtF kkÿ2eAtz. By the averaging method, any
‘‘normal form’’ of order k is obtained from kth transformed function f kA . It has been proved that
f kA 6 eÿAtF kkÿ2eAtz for k P 4. Then, any comparison of the methods has to be based on the regular
procedures of the methods. In other words, simplified procedures may not be capable of indicating
the dierences between eÿAtF kkÿ2eAtz and f kA .
In Ref. [8], an attempt has been made to prove that
eÿAtf j eAtn; t  gj n; 59
where f j is obtained from
of j
ot
 Df j Anÿ Af j  0; 60
and gj from
gj  LimT!1
Z T
0
~gk1; t dt 61
However, the proof is not convincing. As a matter of fact, one can only conclude that f j , obtained
from Eq. (60), consists of resonant monomials, and f j commutes with e
At, i.e.
f j eAtn; 0  eAtf j n 62
This has also been obtained by Iooss [3] in 1992. In order to show full equivalence of the two
methods, Eq. (59) should hold; Eq. (62) is not adequate. In fact, Eq. (59) follows readily from
conclusion (3) in this paper, and it appears that such a comprehensive comparison is presented for
the first time. Another point is that systems with fjx; t are essentially non-autonomous, and
require a basically dierent approach than the methodology used in this paper and in Ref. [8]. In
other words, the entire discussion is with regard to autonomous systems.
Finally, it is noted that certain well-developed asymptotic techniques, like the Intrinsic Har-
monic Balancing [13], yield identical results obtained by the normal forms method.
5. Examples
Example 1. Determine the normal forms and the related coecients of the following equation,
_x  y;
_y  ÿx ax2y: 63
First of all, transforming Eq. (63) into complex form by using
x  1
2
z z;
y  i
2
zÿ z
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yields
_z  izÿ ia
8
z: z2zÿ z: 64
Then, introduce a set of transformations z  y  P ky, k  2; 3; 4; 5, into Eq. (64) to obtain
_y  iy  F 21 y  F 32 y  F 43 y  F 54 y: 65
Following the analysis of Section 2.1, Eq. (65) can be expressed as
_y  iy  G2y  G3y  G4y  G5y; 66
where G3  M
t
eÿArtF 31 eAtx
 	  M
t
eÿArtF 3eAtxf g; G5M
t
eÿAtF 53 eAtx
 	M
t
eÿAtF 52 eAtx
 	
; G2 
G4  0:
Transforming Eq. (66) to polar coordinates, one has
_r  a1r3  a2r5;
_h  x b1r2  b2r4:
67
After simple iterations, the coecients of the above equation are obtained as follows:
a1  1
8
a; b1  0; a2  0; b2  ÿ 11
256
a2:
Using MAPLE, the coecients in Eq. (67) are obtained in 0.1 s by PC (CPU 200) computer. KB
averaging method gives the same results.
Example 2. Determine the normal forms and related coecients of the two-dimensional system
with six parameters, given by
_x  ÿy  k1xÿ k3x2  2k2  k5xy  k6y2;
_y  x k1y  k2x2  2k3  k4xy ÿ k2y2:
68
Transforming the above equation into complex coordinate form, one has
_z  Az F 2z; 69
where
A  i 0
0 ÿ i
 
; F 2x  a20z
2
1  a11z1z2  a02z22
b20z21  b11z1z2  b02z22
 
; amn  amnk1; k2; k3; k4; k5; k6:
Following the procedures discussed above, introduce a set of transformations z  y  P ky,
k  2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7 into Eq. (69) to obtain
_y  iy  F 21 y  F 32 y  F 43 y  F 54 y  F 65 y  F 76 y: 70
Following the analysis in Section 2.1, Eq. (70) can be expressed as
_y  ÿiy  G2y  G3y  G4y  G5y  G6y  G7y; 71
where G3  M
t
eÿAtF 31 eAtx
 	
; G5  M
t
eÿAtF 53 eAtx
 	  M
t
eÿAtF 52 eAtx
 	
; G7  M
t
eÿArtF 75 eAtx
 	
 M
t
eÿArtF 73 eAtx
 	
; G2  G4  G6  0.
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Transforming Eq. (71) to polar coordinates, one has
_r  a1r3  a2r5  a3r7;
_h  1O rj j2
 
:
72
After simple iterations, the coecients of the above equation are obtained as follows:
a1  ÿ 18 k5k3 ÿ k6 for k1  0;
a2  148 k2k4k3 ÿ k6 k4  5k3 ÿ k6  for k1  k5  0;
a3  2564 k2k3 ÿ k63k3k6 ÿ k22 ÿ 2k26 for
k1  k5  0;
k4  ÿ5k3 ÿ k6:

8><>: 73
These results are identical to those of Farr et al. [12], who employed L–S theory, and the con-
clusions of Huseyin [14], who used Intrinsic Harmonic Balancing Technique and Multiple Time
Scale method. Using MAPLE, the coecients in Eq. (73) are obtained within 1.4 s by PC (CPU
200) computer.
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